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Making Tea-3 

 
 
Hassaniya Arabic transcript: 
 

�:إ��أة��)'$و ا!%$اد ا! � �� ا!%$اد ا!. �-,!, !، *ه��/0, .'1-�� أ�أ�� . أ�3,8,9 أ!71 ی/45 ا!%$اد... ,3ا!%$اد ا!,0/�
� م=C1 بA$ي م� �<=$اح;�ع �و . م� ی-HN H ی9$بIE ی-M�E!� ا!CGH و آ1<�ن م� IE1J ا!CGH 3هF... 458 ا!%$اد... �E�ري م�

� أت�ي، ی=Q أ* بH1 وHNة.�أت�ي م� ه, أJ رك�ت9 H-ت C1�� ا!H1 ا! �=N  .�S�%ت �J,ل... ش�-M3 و  !ی,S�%� CGH!ا �E ت),د
� ا!A�س ی%-Q زی7J ب,%Yي م�و ی),د أت CGH!1. اJ،%8)'= ی Q-.ت9$ب H-5, تNو أ CMی9$ب. . زی H-ی. H-و ی ZG$!ا 

 ا!1A<�ن IE1J ا!CGH ه'� أ!� ی-HN H ی9$ب ، و 1J C'(8. ذاك ا!)5[ ا!\ی7 و 1J. ا!CGH. ا!]'41 ب1. زیCM 8)'=.ی9$ب
�'Y'Y, ا!1A<�ن...  ی-HN H ی9$ب أت�ي� ه� _�!-C م� م71M ت),د ا!CGH م،IE1J !=�ي �� ... ذرك *هJ Iی$وهH�و 

 HN H-ی �و م<`71 و م)<715 و م�ی%- �ن م�1<A!ش ا�ي ب�أت H5م7 ب C5%/!5, ا-Y�أ*  _IEMA>3، IEY بH1یJ$0�ی� ب�ش 
�$دو ا!1A<�ن !%IE=Sd م%71 م� ی/45 ا!%$اد ی], ا!1A<�ن ب�ش ت),د E1J... یYM-5, و ی),دو �c�فCGH!ا I . ,5-Y�

� أ* أم5� ت)�ودي IE15e ذاf%71 تMن أذری[ و م�1<A!ا، � ا!CGH أ* ذي ه� و * e�د زی7 م,�[ HMeك Me[ ت'
�Eودی�ت)،�Eودی�ت) � .  أت'

 
 
English translation: 
 
Woman: Now we will make the second cup, which we call the middle cup… We will 
make the middle cup. This is to help the pot boil. For me, the day that I don’t drink tea, I 
don’t feel rested… Now the pot is boiling… This is called dadja and cups that don’t have 
dadja are not enjoyable to drink. We don’t just make tea with one hand – the other hand 
too can participate. This is called the dadja; we mix it to make the dadja, which is the 
white thing. This makes the tea in the cup tasty; it tastes nice and sweet, and drinkable… 
Both man and woman can drink it and everyone else because it tastes well and it has the 
taste of ‘ilq and has the dadja. The cups that have dadja are the only ones that it is 
enjoyable to drink from. And if there is no dadja, no one can enjoy drinking the tea… 
Now, we will rinse off the cups… We put them in a tray, until we clean the big tray. This 
is so that the cups stay clean because they should be clean at all times… We put the cups 
back in the tray. While the pot boils, we make more dadja. And now the cups are clean 
and if you wish, you can make more dadja, you can make it as many times as you like.  
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